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Forum 
 
Welcome 
 
Professor John Hume OBE, Chair of the Lowland User Group, welcomed everyone to the Forum 
and introduced the top table.   
 
Before opening the forum, Professor Hume paid tribute to Dr Campbell Christie CBE, who sadly 
passed away on 28th October, aged 74 years, saying:  
 
“Campbell was a remarkable man, larger than life physically, spiritually and intellectually and he 
made a very important contribution to Central Scotland. He will be remembered most as the 
Chairman of Falkirk Football Club and during his tenure he oversaw the move to the new stadium.  
As far as we are concerned however, he was the first Chair of the British Waterways Scotland Group 
and raised the profile of British Waterways in Scotland. He will be remembered as a man of great 
stature who was always keen to listen to everyone’s views and ideas.”   
 
A minute’s silence then took place to remember Campbell. 
 
Professor Hume then opened the forum inviting Duncan Sutherland to give a national overview of 
British Waterways.   
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BW Overview   Duncan Sutherland 
 
Duncan began by apologising on behalf of Jon Hargreaves, Chair of the British Waterways Scotland 
Group and BW Board Member, who was unable to attend. He then went on to add his tribute to 
Campbell Christie who had been a mentor to him since he took up his position on the BW Board five 
years ago. 
 
Duncan then reflected on the current separation between BW in England and Wales, which will be a 
new waterways charity, the Canal and River Trust, and BW in Scotland, which, Scottish Ministers 
have decided, will remain in the public sector.  
 
Duncan commended the British Waterways Scotland (BWS) team for helping the organisation 
prepare for being a stand-alone Scottish public body next April and looked forward to everyone 
being able to capitalise on new opportunities. He added that forums like the Lowland Canals 
Customer Forum would be very important for the new organisation moving forward. 
 
He then reflected on the greater context to the separation, noting that within this severe economic 
environment, BW in Scotland, like all other public sector bodies, will be expected to deliver more and 
more efficiencies and cost savings for the foreseeable future.  
 
Duncan then noted that his role as a BW Board Member will conclude in April 2012, however, his full 
term will run to September. He added that the new Scottish Board positions will be advertised by 
Scottish Government from next week onwards and it will be a cross sector Board.  
 
He concluded by saying that BWS would begin this new chapter in a good position and that, whilst 
change could sometimes be worrying, it was an exciting time. 
 
He then invited questions from the floor. 
 
 
Q. Gordon Daly, RYA 

Mr Daly said that he felt that if the BW in England and Wales move to a new waterways 
charity does not progress for some reason, the separation should carry on and the 
Scottish operation become independent. 

A. Duncan noted that the process was well underway on many levels and had most probably 
gone too far for separation not to happen. He added that it is the hope of BW that this 
process continues.   
 

Operations Overview David Lamont 
 
David presented an operational overview of the year to date and looked ahead at projects to come. 
He noted that it was important to highlight some of the issues which the organisation has tackled 
and the hard decisions which have had to be taken in this economic environment.   
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A Harsh Economic Environment 

 

 UK economic context remains very challenging  

 4th year of Scottish Government’s ‘vigorous programme of efficiency and public sector 
reform’ 

 Continued requirement to deliver at least 3% in efficiencies this year 

 Continuing phased financial commitment to the Helix  
 
Working with a Reduced Grant 

 
Here David noted that two/three years ago the annual budget was almost £12m but that there will 
now be an annual budget of £10m for the next three years. He explained that it was important to see 
everything which BWS needs and wants to deliver against this context although he added that BW 
had made considerable inroads into becoming as efficient an organisation as possible in line with 
Scottish Government requirements.  

  
Maximising the Budget  

 
David outlined a number of projects underway to ensure BWS is effective and delivers efficiency 
savings without compromising the asset. These include: -  

 

 A range of cost savings from the major and minor works programme.    

 The Business Improvement Programme ~ This includes a training programme to upskill 
operational staff to carry out work that contractors previously did.    

 Looking at the supply chain and contractors to improve value for money and quality of 
delivery in this area. This includes a review of plant, tools and equipment which can be 
rationalised and potentially outsourced.   

 Risk management through planned major and minor works.  
 
David then outlined a number of planned major and minor works completed recently. These 
included: 
 
Birkenburn Reservoir, Kilsyth (which feeds the Forth & Clyde Canal) 
£2.3m was spent to improve the operation, ensure compliance with SEPA requirements and 
safeguard this important water supply for the future. 
 
David also noted that BWS is responsible for 17 reservoirs reflecting that this is approximately 10% 
of the number operated by Scottish Water.   

 
Water Control Projects  
Repairs have been carried out on the Lenzie feeder and Craigmarloch feeder to ensure and protect 
future supply to the canals.  
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Auchinstarry Waste Treatment 
David explained that, over a period of 10 years, a very popular destination has been created at 
Auchinstarry and, as a result, BWS has had to install a new wastewater treatment plant to cope with 
the ever increasing demands and to ensure that we can protect the local watercourse. This new 
plant will be installed over the next two months. 

 
Leamington Facilities Block 
David noted that the new, modern facility block at Leamington is now completed, that people had 
responded well to the design and it would be an important customer hub in the heart of Edinburgh. 

 
The Falkirk Wheel 
David noted that the structure has now been power cleaned, lighting and power has been added to 
some pontoons in the basin and improved access to the holiday hire facilities has been completed. 

 
Almond and Prince Charlie Aqueducts 
David noted that fenders have been repaired and replaced here by BWS staff as part of the 
upskilling programme. 

  
Winter Works 
David outlined forthcoming winter works: - 

 

 Replacement of lock cills at The Falkirk Wheel 

 Leak repairs at Allan Park & Brightons on the Union Canal 

 Towpath upgrades Locks 17 – 19 (which, again, will be delivered by a BWS upskilled 
team) 

 
Canalside vegetation 
Turning to canalside vegetation, David announced that a new Vegetation Management and facility 
contract is now in place.  
 
He added that the number of cuts per year had been reduced following the reduction in budget but 
that BWS has undertaken a number of innovative projects with partners and volunteers such as the 
recent nine week vegetation clearance at Colzium Burn. This was carried out by The Waterways 
Trust Scotland, the Forestry Commission Scotland and students on Cumbernauld College’s Get 
Ready for Work Programme.  

 
Tackling Aquatic Plant Growth  
David noted that aquatic weed growth has been a significant problem this year and a number of 
issues have contributed to this including weather, reliability of plant and the re-licensing of long 
lasting aquatic herbicides. 

 
He noted that BWS had become aware of the size of the issue in July and endeavoured to tackle the 
issue with existing weedcutters. However by August, he explained, it was obvious that additional 
plant was needed and additional resources were drafted in.  With support and help from customers, 
a three week intensive programme of weed cutting activity helped stem the problem. 
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David concluded that the team is now working on a new strategy to tackle this issue going forward.   

 
Winter Strategy 
David outlined changes made in response to the last two ‘arctic winters’ and action taken to plan for 
this year including preparing for communications, salt and gritting routes, signage and hiring 4x4s 
where needed.  

 
Season Review 
David reflected that, from April to the end of September 2010, there had been: - 

 
• 375,000 visitors to The Falkirk Wheel to Sept (5% down)  
• 100 transit licences to date (72 in 2009; 112 in 2010)  

 
Project Highlights 
David concluded his presentation with a review of project highlights which included: 

 

 Completion of Phase 1 of the partnership led revitalisation of The Monkland Canal. 
Projects included Drumpellier Viewing Platform; Blair Bridge; Sikeside Canal Entrance 
and Access Improvements at Calderbank 

 Opening of the Water Play Area at The Falkirk Wheel. David commended Karen Moore 
and her team at The Waterways Trust Scotland for securing the funding for what has 
been a major attraction for this year and a very big added draw to The Falkirk Wheel.   

 Breaking though to Port Dundas. Good progress has been made with breaking through to 
Pinkston Basin. Although it was only a symbolic opening to commemorate the tenth 
anniversary of the reopening of the Forth & Clyde Canal, David noted that it showed 
there is great potential for that area of the canal. 

 A successful ‘Forth & Clyde 10’ tenth anniversary celebration. David commended Ronnie 
Rusack and the Lowland Canals Volunteer Group for co-ordinating the three day event in 
September noting that it had attracted some key influencers including Lord Smith of 
Kelvin and the Duke of Buccleuch as well as a number of MSPs and local councillors. He 
added that the event had also attracted a good spread of media coverage.   

 
Professor Hume then invited questions from the floor. 
 
Q. Hamish Taylor, Aramis 

Mr Taylor asked where the funding for the Auchinstarry Waste Treatment had come 
from. 

A. David explained that, following the success of the site as a destination, the original reed bed 
can no longer cope with the quantity and type of wastewater arising. After returning to the 
original design and agreements with Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) relating 
to the Discharge Licence, it was clear that BWS needed to act swiftly to ensure compliance. 
The organisation fully researched and designed a comprehensive solution and has now 
invested £400,000 from core funding to tackle the issue. 
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Q. Bev Schofield, Peccadillo 
Ms Schofield noted that she has brought up the subject of dangerous pontoons at 
previous meetings but that nothing has been done. She added that a passenger of hers 
has suffered from a seriously damaged coccyx and asked why the pontoons have not 
been maintained? 

A. David stated that BWS would look at this issue and come back to discuss it with her in 
person.   

 
Q. Jim McLachlan, Forth & Clyde Canal Society 

Mr McLachlan noted that some of the materials from the pontoons are being stolen or 
vandalised and that this has made it very dangerous for people to get on and off the 
boats.   

A. David asked guests to contact him letting him know where they felt there was a problem,  
 giving exact details. 

 
Q. Ralph Allardyce, Thomas Telford 

Mr Allardyce reflected that, as a boat owner, he recognised there needs to be a certain 
amount of weed for wildlife but noted that the weed needs to be cleared at the east of 
Linlithgow.   

A. David noted that he and BWS Director, Steve Dunlop, had been out with customers recently 
to see for themselves the extent of the weed issue. He agreed that the maintenance of the 
towpath should be looked at carefully to see if BWS can improve accessibility for boaters 
whilst maintaining a small reed fringe for the wildlife.  

 
Q. Gordon Daly 

Mr Daly noted that the vegetation in the canal is the main problem, adding that those 
with a passenger who becomes seriously unwell onboard, will have difficulty in getting 
them onto the bankside if they have to go to hospital.  

A. David replied that vegetation and weed management are being looked at presently and that   
the team hope to have a solution to weed control in place for next season and can then find 
time to trim the reed fringe. 
Duncan added that the issue of weed was not local to Scotland but a concern across the 
canals of England and Wales and one which needed a long-term practical solution.  

 
Q. David Brown, Unity/Mytho 

Mr Brown raised the need for Tarmacadam at the Auchinstarry car park.  
A. David agreed that there are still some issues with surfacing at Auchinstarry and that he would 

look into this. 
 
Q. Tom Armstrong, Clan Warrior 

Mr Armstrong noted that there is an increasing problem with mink at Bowling and that 
several cygnets have been killed.   

A. David said that he would take this up with Olivia Lassiere, Heritage and Environment 
Manager at BWS.  
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Q. Andy Carnduff, RYA  

Mr Carnduff returned to the issue of weed saying that whilst BWS has done a good job, 
the canals should be seen as a transport system. He suggested that the railways have 
been spread with herbicides in recent years and that local authorities spray the edges 
of parkland with weed killer. He added that if there was an oak tree in the middle of the 
motorway it would be cut down and the same approach should be taken with the 
canals.   

A. David noted that he appreciated Mr Carnduff’s suggestion but that the herbicide in question – 
Dichlobenil – has not been re-licensed for aquatic use.   

 
Q. Andy Carnduff 

In response, Mr Carnduff asked if an alternative herbicide could be found. 
A. David stressed that BWS is looking at how to deal with this issue in the long-term. For 

example, the team has considered parasitic type organisms which damage weeds but 
unfortunately they also bring environmental issues. The team is also talking to Capercaillie 
Cruisers about adding a mechanical system to the bottom of the boats which transit up and 
down the canals all summer. The movement they bring has already proven very helpful in 
reducing weed growth, especially on the Union Canal.   

 
 Q. Andy Carnduff 

Mr Carnduff concluded saying that this fundamental issue must be tackled if the canal 
is to attract more and more customers. He also noted that he felt that the canal was not 
6ft deep and that this needed to be tackled too or there will not be a canal.   

A. David emphasised that weed and dredging are big issues for many canals. The team is 
working hard to address the issue of weed and is keen to deepen the channel when funds 
allow. 
 

Q. Pat Bowie, Reunion  
Ms Bowie asked what the timescale was for beginning user operation of Leamington 
Lift Bridge  

A. David replied that the team have looked carefully at this issue as the bridge itself forms a 
fairly busy pedestrian thoroughfare and that the Mechanical and Electrical team has carefully 
considered what would be the best and safest way of converting the bridge to either licenced 
or full user operation The study has shown that these improvements could cost £30,000 and 
this figure has now been included in the business plan for next year. He concluded by saying 
that he hoped user operation could be available here from season 2012. 

 
Q. Peter Currie, Hedwig III 

Mr Currie asked if the same conversion could be applied to the Applecross Bascule 
Bridge 

A. David agreed that, once Leamington is up and running, he would look at what is needed here 
and the timescales for converting Applecross Lift Bridge to user operation. He promised to 
report back on progress at the next Forum. 
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Q. Dr Peter Hawkins, Spokes 
Mr Hawkins noted that the towpath upgrade works had successfully resulted in more 
and more cyclists on the lowland canals.  
 

Q. Hamish Taylor, Aramis 
Mr Taylor asked if construction of the Kelpies was still on track. 

A.    David explained that the Helix project is moving forward well and that the construction will 
indeed include the Kelpies - two, 100ft horse heads. He added that he firmly believed that, 
just as The Falkirk Wheel has become an internationally recognised and much loved and 
visited landmark, the Kelpies will play a similarly significant role for the Scottish canals and the 
central belt of Scotland.  

 
 
Professor Hume introduced Dr Peter Hawkins who then gave an overview of volunteering projects 
and opportunities on the Scottish canals. 
 
 
Volunteering   Dr Peter Hawkins 
 
Dr Hawkins introduced himself as a long-time volunteer on the Scottish canals but also as a member 
of CTC, the UK’s national cyclists’ organisation which has a Scottish branch with 400 members. He 
commended British Waterways and partners for recent upgrade works to the towpaths which have 
made the waterways an ideal route for cyclists, away from traffic. He added that, from Edinburgh 
eastwards, he has seen a huge increase in cyclists now that the new high quality surface is in place. 
 
Dr Hawkins went on to give an overview of volunteering on the Scottish canals beginning with an 
introduction to the Lowland Canals Volunteer Group which was formed over two years ago to 
promote volunteering activities on the Lowland canals. The members are: 
 

• Professor John Hume OBE - Chairman 
• Ronnie Rusack MBE - Chairman of Seagull Trust Cruises, Member of British 

Waterways Scotland Group, Member of Inland Waterways Advisory Council 
• Richard Millar - Waterway Development Manager, British Waterways Scotland 
• Karen Moore - Development Director, The Waterways Trust Scotland 
• Ann Street – Chairperson, Bridge 19-40 Canal Society 
• Jim McLachlan – Chairman, Forth & Clyde Canal Society 
• Linton McBurnie - Volunteer Co-ordinator, British Waterways Scotland 
• Pat Bowie - General Manager, Re-union Canal Boats 
• Stewart Liddle - Past Chairman, Linlithgow Union Canal Society 
• Andy Devenport – Chairman, Edinburgh Canal Society   

 

 Who are our Volunteers? 
Dr Hawkins said that volunteers come from all walks of life and are made up of varying age 
groups with one common goal - to help maintain and improve the canals in Scotland. 
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 Regular planned work days 
He added that a number of volunteer work days are planned at the start of each year and 
2011 events include: 
 

Saturday 21st May 2011  Auchinstarry - F&C Canal 10am to 2pm   

Tuesday 21st June 2011  Lin's Mill ‘2’ - Union Canal 10am to 2pm 

Saturday 2nd July 2011  Winchburgh Cutting - Union Canal 10am - 2pm  

Saturday 23rd July 2011  Calderbank - Monkland Canal 10am - 2pm   

Wednesday 10th August 2011 Blair Bridge - Monkland Canal 10am -2pm   

Saturday 20th August 2011 Lin's Mill ‘2’ - Union Canal 10am to 2pm 

Wednesday 7th September 2011 Ratho  - Union Canal 10am to 2pm   

Saturday 17th September 2011 Ratho  - Union Canal 10am to 2pm   

Thursday 6th October 2011 Linlithgow - Union Canal 10am to 2pm   

Saturday 22nd October 2011 Bowling Basins - F&C Canal 10am to 2pm  

Thursday 27th October 2011 Auchinstarry - F&C Canal 10am to 3pm   

Wednesday 9th November 2011        Linlithgow - Union Canal 10am to 2pm   
 

 What do our Volunteers do? 

Dr Hawkins described the work volunteers carry out in conjunction with BWS operational 
teams. This includes:  

 

 Cutting back overhanging vegetation 

 Clearing blocked drains and ditches 

 Painting barriers and rails 

 Treating wooden fences and barriers 

 Clearing feeders, burns and water channels 

 Weeding gardens and flower beds 

 Replacing damaged and missing ‘finger signs’ 

 Picking up litter and debris both on land and on the water 

 Painting aqueduct rails 

 Repairing benches and seats 

 Replacing damaged fences 

 Repairing access points and steps 

 Assisting at events 
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 Assisting with boat passage 

 Assisting at The Falkirk Wheel 
 

 What we have achieved this year with your commitment of 127 volunteering work days 
 
Dr Hawkins gave an overview of achievements to date. These included: 

 

 Overhanging vegetation cut and removed  1761 lm 

 Litter picked and disposed to skip on land            32 sacks   

 Rails and barriers rubbed down and painted    987 lm 

 Aqueduct safety fence rubbed down and treated 88 lm 

 Embankment vegetation cleared     1692 m² 

 Benches and seats repaired               2 

 Bench and seats replaced          2 

 Litter picked and disposed to skip on water      15 sacks 

 Feeder vegetation and debris cleared     900 m² 
 

 What’s it like being a volunteer? 
 

Dr Hawkins then explained what he felt the rewards of volunteering were saying: 
 

 It’s rewarding 

 It’s fun 

 It’s being part of a lively group of people 

 It’s a great way to help the community  

 It’s the ability to see what you have achieved 
 

 How to become a Volunteer 
 

Dr Hawkins concluded by inviting guests wishing to become volunteers to get in touch with Linton 
McBurnie, Volunteer Co-ordinator, British Waterways Scotland, by telephoning 07711 796305. 

 
Professor Hume then invited questions and comments from the floor. 

 
Q. Linlithgow Union Canal Society 

The Society said that British Waterways should now build on the great work Linton 
McBurnie and the volunteers have done to date.   
 

Q. Stuart Stirling, British Waterways/Unite the Union 
Mr Stirling noted the need to ensure that volunteers don’t replace full time waterways 
staff.   

A. David agreed with Mr Stirling noting that there is enough work on the canals for everyone to 
co-exist in harmony, full-time staff and volunteers  
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Q.  David Brown, Mytho 

Mr Brown noted that the plant BWS owns is not appropriate for the work 
David agreed that this was a concern but that the reliability and life-span of equipment is an 
ongoing problem for all businesses using plant on a regular basis. He added that a major 
internal review of equipment is underway and that, going forward, it will be replaced when 
money is available and according to priority. 
John Hume suggested that some of the volunteer groups could perhaps subscribe to 
purchase some equipment which they would, in turn, use. 
 

Professor Hume then invited Richard Millar to present on the forthcoming Waterspace Consultation: 
 
Waterspace Consultation Richard Millar 
 
Richard began by saying that he was going to talk through the opportunities presented by the new 
Waterspace Strategy, the vision and imperatives driving it, the potential locations and how BWS will 
seek to consult and involve everyone in developing the working strategy. 
 
The Opportunities  
 
First Richard set out the importance of the leisure and transiting markets which will always remain at 
the heart of the waterspace, looking at the size of the market across Scotland and beyond and the 
opportunities for bringing some of that market to the Scottish canals. 
 
The Vision 
 
Next Richard set the Waterspace Strategy in the context of the Scottish Government’s current policy 
document – ‘Scotland’s Canals – An Asset for the Future’ which was published in 2002. He reflected 
how this document sets out a vision of a thriving and dynamic waterway system delivering multiple 
public benefits to waterside communities and Scotland as a whole and that increasing vibrancy on 
the water is vital if the Scottish canals are to deliver fully on this policy 
 
He then set out the targets set for permanent moorings, transits, private boats, hire and trip boats as 
part of the Millennium Link bid noting that key targets were still to be met a decade on. 
 
Turning specifically to the Lowland canals, Richard then considered the slow growth in boat numbers 
over the last five years. He added that the leisure market has not taken hold across the Lowlands in 
the way expected but that residential moorings could help to establish a community upon which 
leisure can follow. 
 
Richard then reflected on the residential moorings strategy in England and Wales noting that it has 
successfully added animation to the waterways there. 
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Investing in the Sustaining the Canals  
 
Before moving to specifics, Richard stressed that income raised through new residential and 
commercial moorings would be ploughed back into protecting the asset condition; canal 
maintenance; depth, weed, tree and shrub management; boundary maintenance; litter removal; 
customer services; and spot dredging. This added resource would be important within the budget 
going forward. 
 
The Waterspace Strategy Public Consultation 
 
Richard then set out the vision behind the Waterspace Strategy stressing, once again, that the 
objective is to encourage more vibrancy and a greater mix on the waterways and that, following, 
there would be no displacement of leisure moorings when adding new boating amenities. 
 
Principles 
 
Richard proposed the following key principles should underpin the Waterspace Strategy: 
 

 Boating is at the core of the waterspace and it should be encouraged to thrive into the future 
and help sustain the canals 

 To increase the number of boats on the canal by creating a varied mix of boating moorings 
and facilities to meet demand from different segments of the boating market and, where there 
is competition between those groups for bankside space, have policies in place to encourage 
a fair and appropriate mix 

 To have a range of residential moorings which provide choice for a broad range of people and 
create a healthy, mixed supply 

 
Benefits 
 
Richard then outlined some of the benefits of a thriving residential community, which: 
 

• Can add life and vibrancy to the waterway scene  
• Provide income for the local economy, local boatyards etc. 
• Provide a human presence and greater sense of security along the towpath 
• Can help meet changing lifestyle and economic needs and, potentially, contribute in small part 

to meeting the national housing shortfall 
 
After considering the current planning regulations for residential moorings and the variety of 
potential locations, Richard presented proposals for two Lowland urban pilot sites: Speirs Wharf and 
Leamington Wharf in addition to Seaport Marina on the Caledonian Canal. All three proposed sites 
are key urban locations he said which are identified within canal corridor strategies with local 
partners. They are good examples of where there has been excellent progress on the bankside and 
there would be real and immediate benefits of increasing vibrancy on the water.  He added that, 
Speirs Wharf and Leamington Wharf have no current residential offer.  
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He noted that BWS would review and report on the progress of the pilot sites after 12 months and 
added that, whatever the outcome of the test; BWS will honour existing rates for current 
residential occupiers and the existing formula used during the annual review.  
 
Richard concluded by giving an overview of how the 12 week public consultation will run noting that it 
will include a number of public meetings and that BWS will work hard to engage as many people as 
possible in discussion. He added that a summary of submissions will be made available after the 
consultation concludes. 
 
Professor Hume then opened the floor to questions. 
 
Q. Gordon Daly, RYA 

Mr Daly asked for the term ‘residential mooring’ to be defined? 
Richard explained that a residential mooring is somewhere you permanently live and have as 
your home postal address.    
Mark Smith added that BWS needs to go through the planning process to designate 
residential moorings on the Lowland Canals whilst on the Caledonian Canal, the Highland 
Council is happy that BWS designates them without going through the planning system. 
 

Q. Anne Street, Bridge 19-40 Canal Society  
Ms Street noted that the canals need moving boats and that she felt that residential 
boats would not move. Instead of investing in facilities for residential moorings, she 
suggested BWS should concentrate on developing leisure moorings. 

A. Richard explained that the whole idea behind the Waterspace Strategy is to create a vibrant 
mix of different boating uses. He added that he believed that residential boats do move and 
that their presence can add considerably to a location.   

 
Q.  Pierre Potel, Loch Ness 

Mr Potel agreed that many boaters on the canal would be keen on securing a 
residential mooring at Ratho. He then referred to electricity pricing which had recently 
doubled noting that he felt it unfair because there was only one provider on the canal 
which meant residential boaters had no choice. 

A. Richard replied that he was aware of concerns over recent increases in the electricity 
charges. He explained that, over the last four years, BWS hasn’t passed on the price 
increases that the organisation has been subjected to by the electricity supplier and these 
have included some quite significant rises over the past 12 months. BWS doesn’t make any 
profit from the supply of energy, he added, but was simply moving customers onto the current 
rates. That said, he concluded by saying he understood why customers would feel upset and 
apologised for the delay in passing on these increases.  

 
Q. Alison Currie, Hedwig III 

Ms Currie noted that she had emailed British Waterways several times about canal 
related issues but had received no reply.  

A. Richard apologised for this and asked Alison to talk to either David or himself after the 
 meeting to see how they could help.  
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Q. Robert Hunter, Stirling Council 

Mr Hunter referred to the Scottish Government Policy document ‘Scotland’s Canals – 
An Asset for the Future’ saying that developments like The Helix will strengthen access 
to the River Carron but that there is a river in Stirling and no linkage between them.   

A.     Professor Hume said that he shared Mr Hunter’s aspirations in this area and that it is 
something the new British Waterways Scotland will need to consider. 

 
Q. Bev Schofield, Peccadillo 

Ms Schofield asked if the residential moorings would be transferable. 
A. Richard responded that this will be part of the consultation and that the thoughts at this 

moment are that residential moorings would be, within the period of the contract.   
 Markus Kroner agreed that they could be as per the terms of agreement. 
 
Q. Bev Schofield, Peccadillo 

Ms Schofield said that she found the approach ‘quite frightening’ because she felt that 
it wouldn’t be that easy to find new boaters and questioned whether those likely to take 
up residential boats would be likely to act in the interests of the canal. She added that 
the towpath around Glasgow/Maryhill was ‘empty’ during the ‘Forth & Clyde 10’ 
celebrations because there isn’t the sense of ownership of the canal in those areas, 
whereas the towpath in Edinburgh was ‘packed’ during ‘Union 10’.  

A. Richard replied that this hasn’t been the case at Speirs Wharf where there are moorings 
available and asked to speak to Ms Schofield afterwards to discuss. He added that there had 
been a large amount of publicity around the ‘Forth & Clyde 10’ event, with TV, radio and 
newspapers all providing great coverage and that there had certainly been people out on the 
towpath at Speirs Wharf. He added that the access points and population clusters on the 
Forth & Clyde Canal are quite different to those on the Union, which perhaps meant each 
event would always have differing levels of visitors along the route. 

  
Q. David Brown, Mytho 

Mr Brown asked if he could dispel what he felt to be a myth about residential boaters 
not moving saying that he is out on Mytho most days of the week adding that it is not 
like having a static caravan or a house. 

 He took the opportunity of wishing Sandy Paton of BWS all the best in his retirement. 
 
Q. Ron Rusack, Falkirk Hire Boats 

Mr Rusack noted that he is advising customers to stock up with water before going 
west because there are few water points at Glasgow and, in particular, at Speirs Wharf, 
although it does state on the Skippers Guide that there is a water point in Glasgow.    

A. Richard stated that this is where the residential moorings strategy will help as BWS engineers 
are currently working to get a water supply into the moorings at Speirs Wharf and also looking 
at improving the pump out at Applecross. 
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Q. Chrisy Southgate, Sidehatch 

Ms Southgate noted that she enjoyed the presentations today but, as a business trying 
to expand, the area of commercial moorings seemed to have been skimmed across.   

A. Richard stated that the commercial strategy is moving forward and that there will be 
discussions on the strategy during the consultation. 

 
Q. Chrisy Southgate 

Ms Southgate added that winter is her down time and the best time to implement 
changes. She stressed the importance of the commercial organisations on the canal 
which added value to the waterway.  

A. Richard agreed that commercial customers are an important part of the waterspace and 
asked to speak to Chrisy after the meeting. 

 
Q. Ian Withers, Marbeck Phoenix 
 Mr Withers asked if there was a timescale for the residential moorings. 
A. Richard explained that the 12 week public consultation will begin soon and that, once this is 

concluded, BWS will review the submissions and, hopefully, be in a position to release 
moorings at the pilot sites in Spring 2012.  
Mark Smith added that this would, of course, be subject to planning permission being 
available on sites.  

 
Q. Richard Davies, Seagull Trust 

Mr Davies referred to legislation that allowed the Water Authority to close the canal and 
stated that boaters do not have a right of way and can be stopped at any time.  He 
noted that now was perhaps the time to look at this and invited anyone interested to 
get in touch with him.   

A. David agreed that this may need to be addressed.  
 
 
Any other Business 
Professor Hume noted that the Forth & Clyde 10 social night will take place on 9th November 2011 
and that anyone wishing to secure tickets should speak to Pat Bowie. 
 
Date of Next Meeting 
The next meeting will take place on 10 March 2012, Conference Room at The Falkirk Wheel. 
 
Professor Hume closed the meeting, thanking guests for attending and the top table for their 
presentations and input. He looked forward to future positive and discursive customer forums 
following the transition in April 2012.   
 
 
 
Signed ……………………………………Professor John Hume             Date ……………………………..                        
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Appendix : Attendees 
 

Name Company/Boat Name 

Ralph Allardyce Thomas Telford 

Mary Armstrong Clan Warrior 

Tom Armstrong Clan Warrior 

Pat Bowie Re-union 

Barbara Braithwaite Linlithgow Union canal Society 

David Brown Mytho/Unity 

Andy Carnduff FYCA 

Paul Carter Friends of Kelvin Valley Group 

Muriel Clark Seagull Trust 

Alison Currie Hedwig III 

Peter Currie Hedwig III 

Gordon Daly RYA 

Richard Davies Seagull Trust 

Andy Devenport Edinburgh Canal Society 

Sean Docherty Jazzkattaz 

Renata Edge Edinburgh Canal Society 

Angela Finlay British Waterways/Kingfisher 

Colin Galloway Linlithgow Union Canal Society 

Oscar Goldman Seagull Trust 

Alan Googe Millie 1 

Gillian Hanley Tectonica 

Peter Hawkins Spokes 

McAdam Henderson Banking Over 

John Hume  

Robert Hunter Stirling Council 

Guthrie Hutton BWSG 

Robert Irvine Forth & Clyde Canal Society 

Gail Jones Capercaillie 

William Jones Dungraftin 

Liz Jones Dungraftin 

Brian Kelly Jemima 

Sandy Le Pla Forth & Clyde Canal Society 

Stewart Liddle Linlithgow Union Canal Society 

Malcolm Loney Forth & Clyde Canal Society 

Jim Lonie Water Vole 

Linton McBurnie British Waterways 

Jim MacLachlan Forth & Clyde Canal Society 

Margaret MacLachlan Forth & Clyde Canal Society 

Sonia McLay Eclectic Scotland 

Tricia McLuckie Edinburgh Canal Society 
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Lisa MacKinnon British Waterways  

David McRoberts British Waterways 

Brian Maloney Shirvalee 

John Meikle British Waterways 

Karen Moore The Waterways Trust 

Jonathan Mosse Tamarisk 

Alan Muir Forth & Clyde Canal Society 

Mary Neilson Linlithgow Union Canal Society 

Sandy Paton British Waterways 

Andrew Patterson Cuddy 

Alison Payne Forth & Clyde Canal Society 

Pierre Potel Loch Ness 

David Potter Sidehatch 

Jenny Potter Sidehatch 

Bill Robertson British Waterways  

Ronnie Rusack Ratho Princess/Seagull Trust 

Ronnie Rusack Falkirk Hire Boats 

Bev Schofield Peccadillo 

Nick Scott Cassandra 

Paul Shave  

Alasdair Smart British Waterways 

Chrisy Southgate Sidehatch 

Ron Spedding Seagull Trust 

Nick Stevenson Sidehatch 

Stuart Stirling Unite 

Anne Street Bridge 19-40 Canal Society 

Ian Street Bridge 19-40 Canal Society 

Lena Sutherland Linlithgow Ramblers 

Bill Tait Daddy D Cool 

Philip Taylor Fir Ark 

Hamish Taylor Aramis 

Margaret Taylor Aramis 

Richard Toleman Sustrans 

Maurice Watson Linlithgow Ramblers 

Ian Withers Marbeck Phoenix 

Mr Young Reaper II 

Mrs Young  Reaper II 

 


